Christy Sands by Sands, Christy
Edited Interview with Christy Sands in DIT Cathal Brugha Street (5/6/2003) 
Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (MM) Christy Sands (CS) 
I. MM: When and where were you born? 
2. CS: I was born on 17th November 1937, the twelfth and last child (four had died before 
Christy was born) at home in Lower Erne Street, near Pearse Street in Pearse House which were 
new corporation flats. My family had lived in tenements in Sandwith Street owned by the 
0 'Donoghue family of the public house fame. When the tenements were cleared the choice was to 
go to Phibsboro, which was the beginning of Cabra, or Collins Avenue which was really 
Donnycarney. The reason my family stayed local was that my father was a Docker, his father was 
a checker (on the docks) and later on became a confraternity man in Westland Row. Larkin 
established the union for the Dockers, and the established Dockers, including my father, got the 
button, which meant you had to be employed before men that didn't have the badge. 
3. MM: Would your father have been involved in the 1913 lockouts? 
4. CS: He would have been involved; he did loose his job as a carter. My father came from 
Carlow. Two older brothers became Dockers to a limited extent and the button stayed in the 
family. I was told I'm still entitled to it!! My father joined the Royal Dublin Fusiliers and was in 
the Dardanelles in Turkey. He was invalided out with frostbite. 
Discussion on origin of the Sands family from Kerry and other family history 
5. MM: Where were you educated? 
6. CS: I went to City Quay Boys National School just before my third birthday to keep the 
school in teachers because the area was becoming depopulated. I went to school with my brother, 
who later died aged twenty nine, to put me on the roll. Later on aged ten or eleven, my father 
brought me to Westland Row for a place in the Christian Brothers, for although there would have 
been money involved, the British Legion would have paid it. Anyway I didn't go. The Christian 
Brothers had a deplorable reputation for bashing people, even the fellows that were good, they felt 
they needed to bash them from time to time. At the time, I felt that I didn't see why anyone should 
be bashed. Now my mother was left handed and had a terrible time at school and she didn't get 
involved, but my father was very annoyed I wouldn't go and I went back into my school teacher 
Jack Duffesy, to tell him I wasn't going and he tore strips off me. So as a result at fourteen, I 
started work. 
7. I can remember that easily, my brother Bill, he was known in the business as Willie, he was 
working probably at the Gresham at the time and he arrives down at my mothers and said to me 
'did you look for a job?'. It hadn't occurred to me that I should leave school (laugh), I was with 
my pals, playing a bit of football and so all, and I was always in the top three in school in the 
regular monthly tests Jack Duffesy did, and I was happy enough with that. But anyway my brother 
says to me a few days later that 'they are looking for someone in Jammet's'. I didn't know where 
Jammet's was, we knew what he was working at, and we knew that he, above all, was earning 
good money. 
8. MM: What was his position in the Gresham? 
9. CS: He was eight years older than me, although he was the nearest brother to me in the 
family, I had a sister two years older than me and I think there was one or two in between that 
died. He was tallish, quite good looking, and played semi-professional football for Drumcondra. 
He started off as a messenger boy in the local shop, then a fish suppliers- the two big suppliers at 
the time were Dunn's and McCabe's- and the story was that he was delivering to Jammet's, and 
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football was big in Jammet's. Someone in senior position in Jammet's recognised he was a good 
footballer and asked him if he wanted a job. The football in the hotels and restaurants was huge at 
the time, I've 'written about it in the Hotel and Catering Review. So he went in as a commis 
(waiter) and he was earning big money, remember we had the effect of the war itself and the 
shortage after the war. He went into Jarnmet's as a commis, he was older than fourteen, and I think 
within one or two years he was a waiter in the Shelbourne, than after a while he was in the Russell 
for a short time and then in the Dolphin, and Jarnmet's and the Dolphin were the places that made 
huge money, The Dolphin was the sportsman's hotel, all the racing people went to the Dolphin, 
and certainly Shamrock Rovers, because Rovers was owned by the Cunningham family who were 
bookies, they had anything worthwhile in the Dolphin, maybe other clubs didn't but anyway. He 
was there when the strike happened in 1951, the strike for the implementation of service charge, 
and it started in November and certainly around January or February he went to London for work, 
and I remember certainly one of his was that the London hotels and restaurants were so 
important that they wouldn't take on immigrants without doing an apprenticeship, and he was 
twenty two and was married with at least one child, so that didn't suit him so he came back here. 
I 0. Because the strike went on for so long, Michael Mullen, the union man, he was a tower; he was 
outstanding at the time. He had been brought into the union, Michael Quigley was the branch 
secretary when the strike begun but although he was an extremely nice person, he wasn't all that 
competent and he let things run and probably there shouldn't have been a strike, but there was and 
it went on for seven months, couldn't believe it. It was actually settled before Christmas and 
someone on the employers side managed to turn around and say no, were not going back. They 
had actually agreed a settlement. 
11. MM: But it didn't affect every one, the Red Bank only closed two weeks? 
12. CS: No, businesses were allowed to settle. Jammet's settled, never went on strike, Toddy 
(O'Sullivan) in the Gresham settled, and that was the makings of Toddy, for Toddy got all of the 
business, but not alone that, for as some places were picking up extra business, and not alone were 
The Gresham picking up spare business but they were creating new business because Toddy was 
an amazing figure in that sense. He as a remarkable marketing genius even though the word 
marketing had never been used, but he was. In many ways he wasn't a very pleasant individual, 
but as an hotelier he was a marvel. They built up extra business and the union committee agreed 
that they could employ the strikers; that the strikers could take work while on strike, and as a 
result my brother went into The Gresham. In a very short time he was offered promotion. 
13. MM: So he was on strike from The Dolphin? 
14. CS: The Dolphin was the place, big money, big money, but he went into the Gresham, more 
than likely Toddy himself had picked him out and then offered him promotion, but after a while 
when the strike was settled he had to make up his mind was he going back or not, and he decided 
not to. In the meantime, the strike had started in October or so, an in the first Monday in 
November in 1951 I started in Jammet's. I had gone in the week before, probably on the 
Wednesday, I went for an interview. Now an interview back then was not like today, I just went 
along, more than likely it was arranged, you see that brother died at twenty nine, so obviously 
there is so much more we could have talked about, but, he came along and said 'go up to 
Jammet's', he may have even said 'ask for somebody', I don't know. But I do remember going in 
the front door, I don't remember if I asked (for someone), there was always a porter in a little 
hallway, anyway I do remember being brought upstairs, and I do remember as I passed through the 
room itself, I wouldn't have had a recollection of the room at the time, it was just a wonderland as 
far as I was concerned, but I do remember someone at the side saying 'hello young Sands', and 
that was Jimmy Beggan, and I did his obituary in the Hotel and Catering Review and Jimmy was a 
marvellous individual. My brother had played so much football and he was considered to have 
been very good, I remember at Sonny Brennan's funeral, who had been head waiter in the 
Shelboune, a few years ago some lads saying that Willie was very good. 
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15. MM: Was Josef the head waiter in Jammet' s at the time? 
16. CS: JosefReukli, yeah, Josef Well anyway, I went in and they said start on Monday at lOam. 
I went back to school the next day and told my teacher Jack Duffesy 'good news, good bye, good 
luck' . That was it because once you got a job you could leave (once you were over fourteen). 
Discussion on his class friend who won the Lotto 
17. CS: So I started at 1 Oam on the Monday. Now they hadn't a job in the restaurant, I wanted to 
be in the restaurant, my brother was in the restaurant, I didn't know anything about it, and 
certainly I would never have cooked. Fellows didn't cook, the mother cooked, and if a fellow or a 
father was cooking, you'd say 'what's wrong with the mother or the sister?' it was as simple as 
that. Now that's in the ordinary Dublin or Irish household. So I started in what they call the still 
room, When you went in the front room in Jammet's there was this luxurious restaurant, lovely 
place, very impressive etc. and further and the back was the grill room and below the grill room 
was the bars and above the restaurant looking out on Nassau Street was the Blue Room which was 
a function room, not used to often, and beside the Blue Room, or between the Grill Room and the 
Blue Room was this (space) and in that comer was a man called Andy McGlynn who was an 
oyster opener, and he did all the shellfish, prawn salad, lobster salad and all that sort of stuff; and 
over in that comer was Jacky Byrne who was then the pastry chef, but in fact had only returned 
from illness and had been the grill chef, so it was a kind of light job to bring him back; and over in 
that comer was the wash up. Wash up was always staffed by a female (May Bradford), and this 
was only a light one where they'd wash a few glasses, cups and maybe make a bit of toast or 
whatever may be needed at the time, not a lot. And over here was a lift that came up from the 
kitchen. There was only one kitchen although there were four dining rooms. This was a hand lift, 
completely rope operated and all orders from the kitchen came up on that lift. My job was to 
collect the food from the lift and put it in an oven, and when the waiters were ready they would 
serve it inside to the customers. 
18. MM: So there was sort of a holding oven as such? 
19. CS: Yeah, not in the professional sense, it was quite amazing that people paid such good 
money; Jammet's was very expensive in the overall scene. The Dolphin wasn't nearly half as 
expensive, even though they did huge business and many of the same people, the same clientele, 
but now that was part of my job. But my first job in the morning was to de-shell all the shellfish 
when it came in. All shellfish came in alive, it was cooked alive, cooled and brought upstairs and I 
would have to de-shell the prawns, lobsters, and occasionally shrimp, and very occasionally 
crayfish. That was about it, shrimp didn ' t appear too much, Americans talked about them often but 
they rarely appeared. That was up to me, I would take the head, crack the body, open the shell, 
take out the tail; you were doing a bad job if you didn't get the tail out with it. With the lobster, 
split the lobster and take out the coral, leave it aside and chop it for use later on. The shellfish was 
all for Andy in the comer, very nice man, liked his jar, well then a lot ofthem did. You knew P.J. 
Dunne? 
20. MM: I did indeed. 
21. CS: Well later on, I went on to be the sommelier upstairs and I had my own bar and, jaysus, 
the amount of drink you had available! I mean you could fiddle left, right and centre. I mean you 
didn't even have to fiddle, for their stocktaking was unbelievably loose, and so on. Like if you 
hadn't got something to eat, you would just go down to P.J. and give him a large brandy and you 
got a fillet steak or whatever, Jaysus, it was unbelievable. But, whatever, having done the 
shellfish, you then had to chop the parsley. Wash the parsley, take the heads off away from the 
stalks and with a large kitchen knife, chop it very fme and left it to dry out a bit so it was ready. 
Most of that was for downstairs, a little upstairs, yet I really see that as a English sort of thing, the 
kitchen was mainly French people, but it was done. It was important to somebody. So as soon as 
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that was done, I had to clean down the lift, there was a hot plate near the lift and all that area was 
cleaned and got ready, then go to have something to eat around 12pm. 
22. MM: The shells would have gone back down for bisque and stuff? 
23 . CS: Oh, yeah, the stockpots were amazing, as they often say about the French, the French use 
everything except the pig's squeak. You know, and they did, there's no doubt it, as I say Andy 
opened all the oysters. We know that oysters shouldn't be opened in advance, but there was no 
question, they got their oysters fresh from Galway and they were opened as required. Now oysters 
were sold down in the bar but there was a barman down there who became all Ireland champion 
later on, Eamon Preston, he looked after all the oysters down there. Andy only looked after the 
oysters for the restaurant and the Grill Room, and occasionally if they were cooking, if they were 
doing oysters au gratin, (MM: or carpetbag steak) Rockefeller hadn't really appeared by that time, 
they had that in the Gresham later on, but whatever they were doing, Andy would provide the 
bivalves. Well, I believe Andy had been an oyster man in The Bailey Restaurant which had earlier 
been called 'The Dive', and that was above all an oyster bar. 
24. MM: And was it called 'The Dive' or known and 'The Dive'? 
25. CS: I think it was called 'The Dive'. 
26. MM: I think Dave O'Connor (retired colleague of Christy's) started in The Bailey around that 
time, so I can check with him. 
27. CS: Around the time that I was in Jarnmet's, The Bailey was being resurrected. John Ryan, do 
you know of John Ryan? John Ryan, the writer, he wrote a number of books on Bohemian Dublin 
in the 1960s, he was also a broadcaster, he did pieces on Sunday Miscellany (radio series). He 
suggested that Jammet's was the last bastion of French cooking in Europe when France was 
occupied, that was own type of expression. Around the time I was talking about, in the early 
1950s, John Ryan's own story is that he was in or around auction rooms somewhere and they were 
auctioning The Bailey Restaurant and he ended up buying it and he knew nothing about running a 
restaurant. 
28 . Now John Ryan is of the family that did own the Monument Creamery in O'Connell Street which 
is a very famous place beside the Carlton, and they went on to own the Kylemore Bakery, etc., etc 
29. MM: You mentioned that he took over from Besson. Now Besson was in The Hibernian, 
wasn't he? 
30. CS: No, no, you see, I the way I don't know about the bar. We' llleave the bar aside because 
some people see a bar as being reasonably easy to run whereas a restaurant is a bit more 
complicated. Certainly the restaurant came under the umbrella of the Besson, I call it the Besson 
Group. I don't think it was such a thing. Now Besson was therefore the Hibernian, the Russell and 
now the Bailey. So some staff from the Hibernian etc. would have been involved to some extent. 
It would have been kind of part of a rota that they would, so the restaurant. . ... I remember at that 
time passing by the Bailey for instance and looking down the gratings and seeing one of the chefs 
in his whites digging out coal for the fire, you know I mean, you had to remember too that while 
the French produced marvellous food, hygiene wasn't always a big consideration. Now I don't 
remember an instance like that in Jammet's or any of the fellows that I would have known but 
certainly there was no obsession with hygiene, the way a lot of us think there should be, you 
know, that it is such a huge thing. But that was part of the Bailey at the time and the Bailey was 
quite good, it went on till, sure it went till I was here for a while. I was here at least ten years 
while the Bailey was still a decent restaurant (c .1982). Then it just kind of faded away. But that 
was John Ryan's involvement there. Now I had gone in as I say, for about three months I was in 
that position, and then I moved into the restaurant as comrnis and went down as a comrnis and a 
huge influence there at that time was Jimmy Beggan. He was still there, Jimmy was a senior 
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waiter and he was very important all the way through. I mentioned him from time to time. His 
son Brian was on the radio only recently representing the Irish fashion business (Libra Clothing). 
It was Brian who rang me the day the father died and he said you're the first one I'm ringing to 
spread the word around his old pals 'cause I used to bring Jimmy in here, himself and PJ Dunne 
when we had the fmal restaurant test for Advanced Service Course, and they used to love coming 
to see something be flambeed or that sort of thing, you know. I have pictures of the two in here on 
certain occasions but Jimmy was there. Now the wine waiter in the restaurant, remember the 
restaurant was downstairs, that was really top-class; That was i_t; That was the highest you could 
go in Ireland, the restaurant. The grill room was a kind of a make shift, it was a bit of an in 
between, even in decor, it had been modernised, it was (turned) into art deco, Monsieur Jammet, 
Louis, the boss, his wife (Yvonne) was an artist you see, there are Stations of the Cross in certain 
churches around Ireland. I wouldn't know any of the names which were designed and maybe even 
made by her. (note. Dun Laoghaire and Limerick Churches) 
Discussion on the Origin of Jammet:s Restaurant from Andrew Street to Nassau Street 
31. MM: Was the grill room a bit more casual or something? 
32. CS: It was, and it was really an overspill because people I mean people didn't really go into 
Jammets to be casual, you know, if they did, they'd go to the bar. They could have their food at 
the bar. There were a few very well known businessmen. Now Jack Toohey was a very famous 
man at that end. He had a ladies fashion shop just at that end of Grafton Street opposite what's 
now Arnotts. Now Jack Toohey writes, you see letters in the Irish Times every now and then 
because he seemingly has retired down to Connemara and to my knowledge he was Jewish 
although neither the name nor his appearance was Jewish but I think clothing business was mainly 
Jewish but he was one of the people who would go into the bar, hardly ever come into the 
restaurant. Their were others would come here, there but the grill room was really an overspill, it 
wasn't really, even in my own case when I was promoted first to waiter or improver as they called 
it then you were put upstairs, kind of to wear you in a bit. Although they were the same staff, they 
wouldn't have liked to be called secondary you know. They had to earn a living and all that but 
they were very different in that sense. Down below JosefReukli. Now Josef went on after . . ... 
33. MM: But he was Irish was he? 
34. CS: No, he was German/Swiss. I think it was from Bern, but I'm not sure. Jimmy Beggan was 
the great man for that and when he'd come in here we used to go over all sort of things. But Josef 
afterwards ended up head waiter in Cruise's in Limerick which was a big, big comedown, but 
that' s the way it was . But the head waiter in the restaurant was Seamus O'Byme. Now Johnny 
O'Byme who owns Dobbins, that's his younger brother and I think Johnny had worked in 
Jammet's as well. I'm not absolutely sure. Dobbins has celebrated, what is it, 30 years? Seamus 
was a wonderful person to work with, wonderful person. I don't know Johnny 
35 . MM: Yeah. Josef was maitre d'h6telwas he? 
36. CS: Josef was the head waiter. We didn' t use words like maitre d '. That was an Americanism 
that came in after. Seamus was sommelier. And there was a real sommelier. Not alone was 
Seamus the sommelier in Jammet's, the French, I presume it was the French Embassy but the 
Wine Board or whatever it was at the time instituted annual exams and that included tasting and so 
forth and Seamus won it for the first three years. And they had to ask him not to enter again and 
Seamus took me under his wing, that was part of what he, he used to bring me his books and even 
bring me for lessons and so on and give me lessons and I did a few of the exams. It obviously 
didn't sink extent but then he was really wonderful. Now, he left Ireland when I was still there so 
that was in 1957 or thereabouts, 1956. His eldest son had asthma and I think it was severe asthma 
and he was advised that a warmer climate would be better and he went off to what we knew at the 
time was Rhodesia, I think it was Southern Rhodesia and he well, the wine people all wanted him 
to get involved. Brian Hamilton, they were involved in, they were certainly importers of Martell I 
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know that and they wanted Seamus involved and various other people and he didn't at the time 
and he went to work for some sort of restaurant or restaurant company in Rhodesia with the family 
and came back here after about 15 years. 
37. Now he did have a restaurant. Seamus opened a restaurant in Temple Bar called the Granary. The 
Granary was producing above all pastas, all made on the premises. Oh it was huge success, lovely 
stuff. That would have been yeah let's say 20 years ago. The '80s, It was unusual in that it was 
kind of cafeteria. Very high quality food, very high quality fresh food. Cafeteria. I do remember 
going. My wife and myself, and we collected the trays and there was an old lady in front of us and 
her big problem was how do you get the food from here to there, because that wasn't around at 
that time and in tum they had an upstairs place and they had a few steps which made it all the 
more complicated and maybe cause them problems. It became Duggan's later because there was a 
chap named Duggan who I think had worked in the Gresham as a trainee manager and either him 
or one of his brothers was a rugby international. 
38. MM: Right Jim Duggan, was there a Jim Duggan, no? 
39. CS: More than likely, the family bought it, you see especially with the trainee managers that 
we had in the Gresham. Joking and all that sort of thing but a lot of them, the senior people, 
especially the head waiters or head chefs they were very good at their job, would be looking at 
these (trainee managers) and saying 'college failures'. They were often the member of the family 
who couldn't do anything academically, if you like, or couldn't pass their exams so the family 
bought them something or whatever. There were a lot of them like that. But that was, Seamus a 
wonderful fellow to work with and like he took a personal interest in me for one reason or another 
and I can clearly remember one instance and I would have even said it to students here 
occasionally the customer asked me for a box a matches, now in both Jammet's and the Gresham 
cigarettes were never, couldn't be put on the bill, they had to be paid in cash. So although a 
customer might have a £100 bill if they asked for a packet of cigarettes they had to pay the money, 
they wouldn't be put on, and that was part of control, control was very difficult on cigarettes and 
alcohol. You couldn't do much for the alcohol but the cigarettes and that's why now almost every 
place has machines. They don't handle cigarettes. You could say it's a loss of profit, but it's a 
loss of loss. But I remember it was something like a penny, or whatever it was and I gave the 
customer the matches and Seamus was watching me and he said to me 'you didn't get the money' 
and I'd paid it, you see, and I said 'no, no' and he said 'hold on, that's your money, now whether 
you're shy or embarrassed or not that's your business, you're here as a professional, you go to that 
person and say that will be a penny or whatever and collect it' which you have to. And that was it, 
and that was it, he said. That's the professionalism, the show must go on. And he said 'you're 
entitled to your own feelings and opinions but you are here to do a job, do it.' A wonderful 
fellow, wonderful fellow. That was Seamus. 
40. Now I was there as little as two-and-a-half years, it certainly wasn't three years; usually you did at 
least three year, when I was then promoted up to the Grill room as sommelier up there. They had 
a small bar. Oh sorry downstairs Seamus O'Byrne had his own bar, like he made cocktails for 
instance and looked after the wines. Now the whole stock including bottles of beer but no draft 
beer, draft beer was available in the bar and would not be served in the restaurant and there was no 
such thing as getting two bottles in a glass or things like that. A bottle, and the bottle never went 
to the table. The bottle was poured and served if you had beer. They didn't push beer in any way 
but it was there, but above all cocktails, shorter drinks and so on ... .. 
41. MM: What sorts of cocktails were served back then? 
42. CS: Oh, above all, the dry martini and the Manhattan. They were the big ones and the Rob 
Roy, the very traditional American ones. There was no things like the Harvey Wall hanger and all 
these and even the Alexander and that sort of thing, they're all 'newish', they're all 'newish', 
certainly above all and in fact Seamus used to do something which I did often in the Gresham 
later. The Americans are terrified of European cocktails and I remember getting a group of eight 
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Americans in one evening in the Gresham and saying to them 'would you like cocktail before?' 
and they saying 'yeah I would, I don't like your martinis here' and I said 'I'll make it for you 
here.'(at the table) And what I used to do is I'd bring a glass of gin and I'd bring a tiny little 
measure of Vermont and I'd actually dip a spoon in the Vermont and then stir and say ' that' s it' 
and very often they'd have a second one, you know because you'd do it at the table for them and 
do it exactly and you'd say 'you tell me.' 
Anecdote about and American couple in the Gresham called Sullivan 
43. CS: Terry O'Sullivan wasn't Terry O'Sullivan, he's Terry O'Faohiin. He only used the name, 
which was his wife's name; because he was an army officer and he was writing articles and he 
shouldn't have been so he used the wife's name. That's why Nuala O'Faohiin is, that's her proper 
name and that's his daughter. And other people, there was the 'Pope' O'Mahony who was a 
wonderful fellow on the radio. The 'Pope' O'Mahony and he used to hold court and he was great, 
he used to have great history programmes and he'd be saying 'oh yes and their descendants 
from .. ... ' and he'd go on and on and he used to have little parties and gathering in the Gresham for 
historical societies and all these people .. ..... . ButJammet's, as I say in there .... . 
44. MM: You had been promoted to the Grill room. 
45 . CS: That was at the most two-and-a-half years and then gradually in the grill room, they left 
the bar and so on. 
46. MM: Was there an open grill in the grill room? 
4 7. CS: Oh yes, very much so. 
48. MM: And who used to cook, was there a chef cooking? 
49. CS: Well, Jacky Byrne, there was a chef there yeah. In fact the chef when I arrived first was 
John Tisdell, a very handsome fellow, very good pianist and actually related to the famous Peggy 
Dell. Peggy Dell was actually Peggy Tisdell and when Joe Loss signed to sing around Britain she 
changed from Tisdell to Dell and went on to be very, very, famous but John, he would get the grill 
ready and get everything going, the big charcoal grill, slope and bars, a drip tray, a big desk 
countered front with a big, big selection. I used to do a grill tray here with PJ, PJ used to give me 
the whole range of cuts and fish particularly sole on the bone and so on and ..... All right in front. 
Now porterhouse and t-bones were kind of American things and they were just kind of appearing 
and they weren't all that, above all the point steak, the rump steak, because that was, see this grill 
was a male thing, the women weren' t all that pushed. They' d be into sauced dishes but not alone 
that but, I'm not sure if they had a grill in the Dolphin, but they did have one in the Metropole, 
what it was then the new Metropole, and that was set up by Michael Marley. You knew Michael 
Marley? 
50. MM: I know of Michael. 
51. CS: Well Michael Marley had come over from London where he had trained and the 
Elliman 's, they were the Jewish family who owned the Metropole and the Royal and various other 
practically all the theatres of Dublin at some time. They decided to create the Metropole with a 
cinema, ballroom, restaurant, grill room, bars, the lot. You might say an entertainment centre and 
Michael Marley was recruited to come over and Michael told me himself because I did some 
national surveys (with CERT) with Michael in 1980 or thereabouts and we had a great time. 
52. MM: Is Michael still alive. 
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53. CS: No he's dead now. But his brief was to set up this restaurant which was to take over from 
Jammet's. And part of that was that he went in, he was sent in at least once a week with his wife to 
have dinner in Jammet's and that was to be replicated. Now, the Ritz that you mentioned. 
54. MM: That's right yeah. 
55 . CS: There was a picture and it included a man call Harry Chartaine. And Jimmy Beggan told 
me Harry Chartaine had been brought from France to create the Ritz to take over from Jammet's. 
That would have been in the mid '30s where the Metropole was the mid '40s or late '40s. Harry 
Chartaine, I remember that name well. But however remember in the mid '30s in Dublin, there 
was also the Regal Rooms. 
56. MM: That's right, that's where Uhlemann started wasn't it? 
57. CS: The Regal Rooms were huge and it was to be .... . 
58. MM: And (Michael) McManus was there with Uhlemann as well? 
59. CS: It was the Cafe de Paris in London, that sort of thing and it was to be bigger here. It was 
to be better here and they recruited all over the place but there was various people I met who had 
been involved somehow. I know Tommy White who was famously connected with the ballroom 
in the Metropole and then went on to be a full-time official in the transport union. I knew Tommy 
well and the unusual thing about him is that he had been a chef in the Regal Rooms when it 
opened. I think it only lasted about a year because it was such a big undertaking. Now there 
would be stuff in the newspapers of the time. I would think about 1935, around the mid 30s. 
Tommy worked in the kitchen. He was a chef in the Regal Rooms and low and behold when I 
knew him he was a waiter in the Metropole. Now he was in the ballroom, and the ballroom didn't 
require a huge amount of skill because it was a bit rough and ready compared to the restaurant, 
and then he went on to be and what I didn't know about Tommy later until his actual funeral, I 
was at his funeral and, you never heard of Matt O'Neill did you? Matt O'Neill was famous as 
secretary of Dublin No. 4 Branch, the hotel and restaurant branch but even more so . . ... 
60. MM: That was after Micky Mullen? 
61. CS: Yes, but even more so because he did the eulogy over Brendan Behan's grave at the 
request of Kathleen, his mother, because they were school pals up in Crurnlin and they were in Na 
Fianna and probably the Curragh together. 
Discussion over the killing of Superintendent Gantly during the Nolan and Laverty chase in 
Pearse Street c.1947 
62. CS: Anyway getting back to Jammet's certainly after three years I was working as a waiter, it 
would have been much earlier than that. I was earning amazing money and the fellows I'd gone to 
school with (laugh) one of my main friends was on Irish Shipping and he'd be away, they used to 
go on contract, and they'd be away for six months, possibly a year but usually six months, 
occasionally three and he'd be flush when he'd come back and we'd be going to dances. There 
was three of us. The other lad worked in Arnotts and the lad from Irish Shipping, he'd be buying 
the lot because he had the money, and then in the middle of it then the whole thing would fade 
away, then we'd have to pay for him, and so on. But I remember my brother was going to visit 
relatives in England with his wife and he said to me 'why don't you come' and as it happened I 
had a week available, I went in and got it and I had the money. Now at the time I had my money 
in the post office, you wouldn't think of doing a bank account at that time, and a cheque, Jesus no 
one ever thought about having a cheque, and what I had to do was, his own father-in-law was a 
regular of the famous pub, Toners in Baggot Street and I had my money in the post office, and I 
had my post office book but it took a week or whatever to get it out. You had to write and wait, 
and all this but when I gave my book to the barman in Toners and he gave me the loan and 
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whatever. I mean I was flush, it was no problem with the money and we went off and had a great 
time over there, went to three football matches and I wrote about it in the Shelbourne (FC) 
Programme a while ago and among the people I saw playing was Bobby Robson who is now the 
manager ofNewcastle. 
63 . MM: I know, yeah. 
64. CS: When it came to the winter at that time there was huge extremes between summer and 
winter. Jesus, it was unbelievable, and it got worse even later when I was involved in, I got 
involved in the union later. I was a member of the union in Jammet's, a historic piece there, 
(pointing to his union card) I brought it in for a different reason but two historic items there. My 
first union card and my first Labour Party card. 
65. MM: Yeah 1964. 
66. CS: And you can see signed my Michael Mullen. 
67. MM: Michael Mullen, the Branch Secretary? 
68. CS: And Tommy Wright wrote that and Tommy Write got my because . .. .. 
69. MM: And that 29a Eden Quay, that was before Liberty Hall? 
70. CS: Yeah, yeah. Mullen was amazing, he'd been a labourer in excide or drydex batteries and 
somehow anyway he'd come, he was from up around the Coombe. I remember him corning in 
Jammet's. He was brought in to do something about the strike. It was a mess, a fucking mess. 
My view is that the real reason the strike happened that all the head waiters or most of the head 
waiters saw that they would be getting double points and treble points seemingly in certain places 
in London or that's what happened and that's what did happen and as a result they drove it, and 
got it through and once they were out they stayed out and the problem ... .. 
71. MM: They wanted their double or treble cut of the .... . ? 
72. CS: I was one of the people that as soon as I got involved I said 'no' . If there is a difference it 
should be paid by the employer, we should all get a point or whatever, you know, and so on. Now 
first of all I don't agree with service charge. I think we should have never have gone for it 
although I benefited from it, but that's another matter. Anyway we had the redundancies, now 
Michael Mullen had brought in this idea and I mentioned it when I wrote about the strike I think it 
was. But I mentioned in one of the articles, I don't know if you got any of the articles in the Hotel 
and Catering Review. 
73 . MM: I haven' t gone through them yet. 
74. CS: The football is one, and the strike as well but Mullen had brought in this 'weeks about' as 
we call it. That was if you had ten chefs for instance but you only needed eight you didn't sack 
two. Two ofthem took a week off. Now they could sign on the dole, they could do 'nixers', go 
for a holiday, whatever they wanted to do and they were back the next week. Then the next two 
went and so on which was really very, very sensible. I mean you want your staff there, you want 
the people you know, the people who know their job and are proven. It was great, so the first year 
when I was a waiter there was redundancy and I think it was probably one. Now I'd have been the 
one to go but Mullen had already said this, and it worked, and the week you were off you could go 
to the dole and sign, and I remember I signed in Werburgh Street and I mightn't have signed for 
the one week, when I think about it because I was flush and I was single and all. I was the only 
one in the fumily not married, there was just myself and my mother. My parents had split up, had 
separated which was very unusual at the time. I was 11 or so and it was just my mother and 
myself and, ah sure, people who owed me money, like if anyone was short. I've a brother-in-law 
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in particular and in fuirness to him when I was a bit short later he made sure that he got me money, 
you know. The 'weeks about', we went, that was all right. Then the next year it came to 'weeks 
about', it came to redundancy and two of the senior people said 'no we're not doing weeks about, 
we can't afford it.' Now the two of them seemed to be very comfortable and all that sort of thing 
and the two of them were those sort, they were pals and that sort of thing and however it doesn't 
matter, anyway as a result I was the youngest of the waiters, so I had to go. So I worked 
throughout that winter. You could do casual work around. Did a few jobs in The Hibernian, 
Shelbourne, The Central. Did you know Liam Kavanagh? Well, Liam's brother Bobby was the 
head waiter, and Bobby and my brother were good friends . They played football together. 
75. MM: Is this the same Bobby who went working for PV Doyle? 
76. CS: The Robert Room in the Montrose is called after him, and PV drove to his death. PV's 
policy was, you see, that whereas there were two head chefs, or two head waiters, he would 
employ one and give them 40% more, but he was still saving his 60% and drive them to their 
death. One head waiter, I would' call a friend of mine, much as I disagreed with, he used to go 
from one Doyle Hotel to another to borrow cutlery and stuff when he needed to. And I'd said 
'you're crazy, you're crazy, you'll drive yourself but it did happen to Bobby. Bobby had a heart 
attack and went back too early. I was interviewed for that job, I was asked, I knew the Gresham 
was on the tum. I could see that things, I was the shop steward in the Gresham for my last five 
years and I was involved in all sorts of unions. I was on the first Dining Room Committee of the 
CERT when the CERT was formed and so and I could see the Gresham was at best (inaudible). 
77. MM: This is around what time now, the '60s? 
78. CS: Well let's see- Jammet's '51, the Gresham '56, '66, about '70. Sixty-nine, '70 you 
could see. Toddy was due to retire. 
79. MM: I believe there was a young guy there (Eoin Dillon) but he wasn't really let manage, he 
went off to the London Tara after that or something. 
80. CS: Ah there were many of those. Oh, Toddy wouldn't let anyone do anything. Ah sure there 
was an Englishman, Bennett, I didn't know him very well, there was another Englishman then, I 
knew him well. They were his assistants and Bennett got his photograph in the paper for 
something or other and, be Jaysus, Toddy tore strips off him. 'Any pictures going in is mine', and 
that's the way it was. Oh, he was the boss, he was MD, the manager and director. Even the 
directors knew, they wouldn't give him proper titles, they had to be very careful with him. But he 
was, he was powerful. But you see in his last few years I could see, they weren't restocking for 
instance. Although I left school at fourteen, I hadn't even sat my primary cert, hadn't even failed 
my primary cert, but I still always wanted to learn and I actually thought in my teen years, I 
considered strongly going to England, although I had sisters in England and that. The real reason 
was they then had the new free education. That's where John Hume and all those got their 
university. John Hume's father was unemployed for all his life, you know, and it was the British 
labour government brought in the new education thing and so if you were in Britain then you 
could go on to university and so forth and I always had that sort of thing in mind, but I always did 
bits and pieces in between and I did courses up in the College of Industrial Relations which is now 
the National College of Ireland, moved over here now with Joyce O'Connor but that was the 
Jesuits beside Gonzaga and I did industrial relations so then later did the diploma in social studies 
but I was always looking at those sort of things and we did economics and all. I remember in one 
case I got an A for my economics paper and so forth and watching things going on and seeing and 
I was always involved in the training aspect. Michael Mullen and Matt O'Neill and those would 
often ask me would you go on their committee and even when CERT was formed first I was 
actually approached. I did apply for the first training advisor which was given to Kevin O'Mara, 
and I often think how lucky I was that I wasn't selected because I was far too young, you know. I 
mean I had good training in the sense of Jammet's and the Gresham and all that. That happened in 
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the Tara in London, a young guy only twenty five as manager, and they had to bring in Eoin 
Dillon to sort it out. 
81. MM: I believe Eoin Dillon was great in the Gresham? 
82. CS: Eoin was a trainee. As he says himself a 'pot walloper' he went in at the beginning. 
Eoin had been at the Sorbonne in Paris, remember Eoin's father was a professor in Galway, 
professor in Celtic Studies I think. They were a very wealthy family, they had a house on Merrion 
Square and Galway and all that and Eoin had been in the Sorbonne but for one reason or another 
he ended up 'pot walloping' in the Gresham as he says. I did a piece on Eoin Dillon in the Hotel 
and Catering Review as well (c.l988). I'd known him, he was chairman of the first Dinning 
Room Committee on CERT and I was a member of the committee and we had many a 
disagreement. A great fellow to work with because you could disagree with him, you could have 
rows with him and then professionally come along and say how's everything. Now Eoin was a 
'pot walloper' as a trainee manager, you know. How long he stayed in the Gresham I'm not sure. 
Then he went off wherever, wherever, then he came back as Food and Beverage (manager) in the 
Shelboume. The Shelbourne was on its last legs. I have said, I've written it must be in the Hotel 
and Catering Review piece I did, the reason, the person responsible for having the Shelbourne 
where it is today is Eoin Dillon. Now what I mean by that was we were coming in to the EU, the 
EEC, office blocks, ah Jesus, everyone with a few shillings wanted to build office blocks. That 
was where all the money was. Even if we didn't do anything, other companies were going to 
come in because we were in the EEC. 
83 . Now at that time in the Gresham whatever national agreement there was at that time there was a 
clause in it that if the employer baulked at paying the money that the union side could see their 
books, they have to prove to them so Toddy had said they couldn't afford it so we said 'well all 
right then we have to see your books' and the union got in an economist and an accountant and so 
forth. Actually Manus O'Riordan who is still with the union there, he's an economist and we had 
him in. And Toddy, you see, they were saying the way things were going in the hotel business 
that they'd make more money selling it or turning it into an office block and we said 'well prove 
it, prove it' . So it didn't hold water, you know, so we got our rise whatever. But the Shelboume 
was the same. Now the Shelboume had really stuttered. You see Toddy had americanised the 
Gresham. You see the Shelboume was made into the American, the hotel for Americans. The 
Shelboume was still the British hotel, it was still the colonial hotel and remember a sign of that is 
that up to quite recently, every rugby event took place, and whatever about soccer being a foreign 
game, rugby was the Anglo game and that was the real, and that even up to recently was where all 
the money was. But however they were the three hotels, there were only three (A) hotels, you see. 
There was the Shelbourne which was if you like British or British style and Captain Peter Jury was 
the MD and he was so British, captain from the British forces. Ken Besson's Hibernian was the 
French continental. Now the French rugby team, the only rugby event that didn't happen in the 
Shelboume, the French rugby team stayed in the Hibernian. You know that signified that. The 
Gresham was the American hotel and that meant all the stars came. Now Grace Kelly went to the 
Shelboume but then Albert came to the Gresham and that was like, it was some organisation that 
had her, they often say this is the Grace Kelly's suite and all that. Like she may have stayed there 
once where she stayed in the Gresham three times or whatever, that sort of thing, you know. 
Laurel and Hardy stayed in the Shelbourne, but only because there was so many dances and all 
that going on in the Gresham that they'd believe there was too much noise and they moved out. 
But other than that, anyone, Bob Hope there last week, they had a picture in The Irish Times of 
him in the Gresham. 
84. MM: Where did the Russell come in at this stage? 
85. CS: The Russell when I was in Jarnmet's the main competition was the Red Bank but even 
more so the hotels. Restaurants were very important, even when I was doing my day-release here 
with Kevin O'Rourke, Kevin O'Rourke was saying you didn't have this string of trainee managers 
as you had then and the deputy manager, the deputy for the manager when he was off was the head 
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waiter because he was the one meeting the customers and all that. Now that changed drastically. 
Go back to the service charge, that's something that I've never written, but my own view is first of 
all the strike should never have happened, it was pushed by a number of very strong head waiters 
and they had power as well even over their own waiters, and they got it through. But the real 
beneficiaries of the service charge in hotels were the porters. Remember first of the all, the rooms, 
they didn't increase food charges throughout because there was criticism of it because locals 
would go in occasionally. I remember a fellow stood up in the Dail and he said he'd been in the 
Shelbourne and he was charged so much for 'a piece of meat and two potatoes'. You know that's 
the way he put it. 'A lump a meat' and so on, and that's the way he saw it. And (the porters) they 
did really get huge money out of it as a result and whatever about the staff in the restaurant, but in 
my cases the staff in the kitchen because you were in a hot house, Jesus the moneys the porters 
were getting in comparison. See I always suggest even with the students here that however bad 
conditions in the restaurant, they can't be bad because they have to be there for the customer. So 
you can't have a waiter going in and out of a dirty place because they' 11 be dirty whereas they can 
get away it in the kitchen. Don't forget the Gresham when I went in there they had a little notice 
on their menus that people were· invited to examine their new kitchens and they had little tours 
around the kitchen. 
86. MM: And was Uhlemann there? 
87. CS: When I went in first, now Andy Whelan, I thinking Andy was I'm not really sure .... 
88. MM: Andy was there from '56. 
89. CS: Well I was about that time but we went in, in different ways. The 'weeks about', as I say, 
and then these two people said 'no' so I was out for the winter. Now Seamus O'Byrne was now 
the head waiter. (Josef had gone to Limerick) He'd been sommelier and he said to me. But 
Seamus O'Bryne, agreed that I would be back at Easter and you see Jammet's didn't do many 
functions but ifthere was one, he wanted me there and so and then I did the bits in the Shelboume. 
The Shelboume ballroom was new then, Earl Gill was the band leader. 
90. MM: Can I just ask you a question, do you remember a competition from a place in Suffolk 
Street where Elvery's is now called Frascati's? 
91. CS: No, I don't. Funny now, Ostinelli's in Hawkins Street, that's another matter. 
92. MM: Was Frankie Farren in Jammet's when you started? 
93. CS: No, I knew of Frankie and you see football and union business were things, above all 
football, if they had played they'd be out at the matches or something like that and then they'd be 
a prize given or something and you'd meeting somebody and there was a lot of dances. Dancing 
and the cinema was big. There were very close connections between the hotel and restaurant 
workers branch of the transport union and the cinema and there were a lot of, for instance the 
Opperrnans there were Opperrnans chefs or managers and one of the brothers Carl was a cinema 
manager. There was a lot of that and when the, during the strike one of the things Micky Mullen 
did was organise a lot of regular dances. The 'Barby' out near Bray Woodbrook, down the golf 
course there, I don't know what's there now but it was the 'Barby'. I think he used to get that for 
nothing. You see part of the reason you'd get it for nothing was it was isolated and they wouldn't 
get big crowds all that often so if they could get someone to use it. Now the Metropole used to 
give, even later in the Gresham they used to give us the use of the ballroom say on a Monday night 
for nothing but there reason was, they'd get it on the bar. There was no food and it was just 
informal but they'd make it on the bar because there was a lot of dances and they were always 
supported by hotel, restaurant and cinema people. 
94. Remember every cinema had a restaurant of some sort. The Capital had a wonderful restaurant. 
Have you ever heard of Sheila Conroy? Sheila Conroy was Chairperson of the RTE Authority 
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among other things. She was a waitress in the Capital. The Capital was a lovely place. Now it 
wouldn't have produced the standard of food like Jammet's and that but it was lovely like, the 
English type high tea, which was the idea, high tea. Where you'd get a salad or a grill, you really 
wouldn't have a started, that wasn't part of a high tea. You'd have a main course, salad or a grill, 
you'd have bread and butter, a pot of tea and either on the table or to come later was a selection of 
cakes and you could get the lot together. Now the last place in Dublin that did high tea to my 
knowledge was Wynn's and it's appropriate that it's Wynn's because Wynn's was near the 
cinemas of O'Connell Street and the Abbey Theatre because if you go back now remember to the 
'50s and '60s when the majority of married women did not work outside the home, right, if there 
was a show or a film on the wife would come in to meet the husband from work, they would then 
have their high tea and go on to the show. Wynn's was the last place they had it in that sense. 
The Grand Hotel in Malahide did have some years ago a high tea on which included soup for 
instance which is completely out of context in my view, like it was an early dinner rather than, but 
Wynn's my wife and myself even though we weren't, when I was here with Kevin O'Rourke 
doing day release, that is. 
95. MM: Now did you come in to do day release in Catha! Brugha Street? 
96. CS: Let's say, when I was probably sixteen, they started this new scheme where I presume the 
employer paid and they sent their comrnis, and I came over from Jammets, about 3.30 p.m. to 5.30 
p.m. or thereabouts and Kevin O'Rourke was newly arrived as lecturer in restaurant management, 
lets say. Now he also did hotel management. Now at the time he was the only one did what you 
might call front of house stuff PJ Dunne, Michael Ganly, and Jim Kilbride would have been 
doing the kitchen area and I don't know, had you talked to Andy (Whelan)? 
97. MM: I've talked to Andy, yeah. 
98. CS: Well you see there was a man here called Beaucaire Murphy. 
99. MM: He was French. 
lOO.CS: An interesting name. And don't forget the famous Mrs. O'Murphy, the woman ofwas it 
Louis XIV. There are paintings of her in face, nude paintings ofher, Mrs. (Louisa) O'Murphy. 
She was a very famous person of the French court so and don't forget it may well have been a spin 
off from the Wild Geese. 
Discussion on the Wine Geese 
lOl.MM: But Kevin O'Rourke was the lecturer here and that day release would have happened 
from Jammet's right. How long did that go on for? 
102.CS: We only did one year. I did one year. I presume it was probably September to May or 
thereabouts. I used to come out of Jammet's into Grafton Street and meet two lads from the 
Wicklow, the Wicklow Hotel was a good hotel at that time on Wicklow Street. Ah there would be 
different restaurants in the building now. The building is still there. It fizzled out finally when it 
was bought by John Costello who built the Royal Dublin (Hotel). He built the Royal Dublin. At 
that time it was owned by Lord somebody or other. I remember that there were redundancies, and 
I remember Micky Mullen the branch secretary having huge problems trying to contact this 
character, Lord somebody living in England, you know, the Wicklow. 
103.MM: The three of you used to come up? 
104.CS: Walk across, past the Savoy and at the time the dealers would be outside the Savoy 
asking us to go in and buy tickets. Dublin was the highest cinema attendees certainly in Europe if 
not in the world and Sunday nights were reserved to tickets only and tickets would go for three or 
four times there face value, no matter was on because the place was packed. A huge number of 
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people were regulars, they went every Tuesday and got their ticket, whatever was left on 
Wednesday or Thursday was sold but people used to leave them in their will even. They'd leave 
them to someone in the family- Sunday night in the Royal, for instance. 
I05.MM: They'd have a lifetime ticket sort of thing? 
I 06.CS: Huge, but they were after us to go in, and of course, well I wouldn't go in. I do know one 
lad took it and went out the back and someone says 'by Jesus if they (catch your), you're head is 
gone' . There was a fellow lived in Dorset Street, (called) Sartini, he controlled it. He gave them 
their money and he had to get double back so they had to get treble or more and they'd be after 
you. 
Anecdote about a courting couple and black market cinema tickets. 
I07.That was it but now and here's another thing that happened here (Catha! Brugha Street). Now the 
old restaurant, probably when Aridy started the restaurant was up, Tom Farrell's room, you know 
Tom Farrell's room (on the 3'ct floor), that was the restaurant. Quite a long place and then there 
was a very big kitchen behind it but we used to come along, Kevin O'Rourke would be there, it 
must have been 3.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. I forget now exactly. But we'd come along and we'd be 
given whatever task it was, do this, do that and the other and then about fifteen minutes to go you 
then had to strip off all the tables and put everything back. Nothing was used. You'd no food. So 
it was all clean and all that, all put back and he'd come out and inspect everything, he'd go 
through the whole lot and one incident then was that and I was telling the Lord Mayor. I had the 
Lord Mayor out for lunch and I was telling him because he didn't even actually realise that we 
were actually a subcommittee of Dublin Corporation. This whole thing was built by Dublin 
Corporation. But anyway Kevin O'Rourke comes in and he says 'now there's a problem, 
something has been stolen'. Seemingly somebody had a left an apple pie or apple tart to cool and 
some of the lads had attacked it and it was eaten and I could clearly remember him saying 'that is 
the property of the corporation', it wasn't the property of the college or the VEC, it was the 
property and we all had to pay 3p a head and the two lads from the Wicklow, whether they had it 
or not, they said they hadn't and I had to give them the loan of the three and I never got it back and 
I never really thought I'd get it back but then again Jarnmet's were the aristocrats of the restaurant 
business and it was always expected they had money, you know that was the way it was. 
I 08 .Now Kevin 0 'Rourke did a few tests at the end and he had me picked out to win the overall but in 
fact I didn't, a chap called Paddy Cassidy from the Gresham won, and it would seem that the tie 
breaker, the crucial difference was, as I told you there was a grill in Jammet's and it was a very 
important part, obviously, to the grill room. The fmal question that it seems he won on and I lost 
on was 'describe grill sole on the bone', and I went through the fact that you dust it with flour, you 
coat it in oil, you put in onto your grill, your already hot grill bars and so forth and making sure to 
turn it and so forth, and so forth and that it would be layered with the bar, you would see the bars 
on it etc. and then so on and serve it onto a salad or a ring of lemon and a sprig of parsley and all 
that sort of thing but seemingly the answer that was taken as correct was that it was cooked in 
butter and then marked with grill bars. 
I09.MM: Ohright. 
IlO .CS: And seemingly that's what they did in the Gresham at that time and as it happens Kevin 
0 'Rourke had just come from the Gresham and the three examiners were all their training in the 
Gresham and so, O'Rourke had picked me out to win and my brother to win, there was a head 
waiters one at the time and my brother did win the head waiters. Then later how I came in here (to 
teach in Catha! Brugha Street) was some years later when CERT was set up, Eoin Dillon was 
chairman of the Dining Room Committee and the Dining Room was big. They don't pay much 
attention to it now because that was seen as the front of the house, that was dealing with the 
customers and Eoin Dillon was the Chairman and I was one of the people nominated, I was 
nominated by the union, John Murphy of the Gresham was another one on, Kevin O'Rourke here 
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was on, Kevin O'Meara who was then with CERT, there was a chap named Cronin who was the 
instructor in Rockwell. Rockwell was big at that time. A number of the colleges, Rockwell and 
where? 
lll.MM: Maynooth was it, and Athenry? 
112 .CS: Tony Conlon had been there and John Gibbons (Athenry) , but we had the feeling that 
these were set-up to provide catering facilities and above all it was Michael Mullen and Mullen 
was to chair the first Chairman of CERT and ... .. They weren't there to provide training for the 
individual, they were there to provide services for their own people and that was the strong feeling 
and gradually Mullen worked at it and got it switched around. Maynooth was kind of combined 
with Galway, into Galway the one in Galway. Rockwell continued on for a while but eventually 
was phased out. I was extern for, certainly I was extern for the Maynooth. 
113.MM: Sure Rockwell went on until the '80s. 
114.CS: Well I was extern in its last few years down there but you could see, it was a Father 
Duggan, he was the one, they were all afraid of him and he used to come in when Kevin O'Mara 
and I were doing the restaurant competition, when we were going to Olympia in London every 
second year I put forward the view that we should have ours in the in between years. Have a 
similar one here. So when we set it up Kevin O'Mara and myself were asked to do the restaurant 
side so we did it for a number of years over there. Kevin knew him from being, because Kevin 
had direct contact and he'd come in and he'd be (inaudible) but by God the pressure you could 
see. He very seldom came near me because he didn't know me. 
115.MM: Now this was Father Duggan? 
116.CS: Father Duggan, I think it was, but he was 'oh Jesus' and if a Rockwell student didn't win, 
the look of his face alone!!! 
117 .MM: And where would these competitions have been held? 
118.CS: In our case they were in the RDS. 
119.MM: And was that part of the CEA at the time, or was it with Chef Ireland? 
120.CS: Sure they only came in and for some reason then people left. We were the ones who 
were setting it up and then the catering suppliers got in on the act and so on and I forget now and 
after a while then I know Kevin wanted to get out of it anyway. Let someone else get in and do it. 
I felt the say so we just said 'right good luck' . I think it was Jimmy Brown, maybe Fran 
Cullen . . ... 
12l.MM: That took over the competitions? 
122.CS: I had this kind of homespun philosophy of my own of a kind of a ftve year cycle. 
believe in your own life if possible to make a worthwhile change at least every ftve years. Ideally 
it would be your job but a lot of people can not change their job. Now we're lucky in here in that 
you can create courses, I mean, if I created the advanced service I would say mainly on the 
impetus of Jim Kilbride. When Jim was setting up the advance courses (City & Guilds 706/3) he 
said it to me and we'll go, I'm going to go around such a place, getting this, that and the other. 
Come on with me and I went to a lot of the places. Bewley's Bakery and all those sort of places 
and then finally, then when it was starting for the first few years I used to do things on service and 
cheeseboards and wine and things like that. Then when I set-up the wine course it was on 
Tuesday night in fact to tie in with the chefs so the chefs who'd travelled could do it that night if 
they wished and of course it was Kilbride saying 'you know we need the advanced service to link 
in' . It never really did link in but it complimented and that's when I used to bring in Jimmy 
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Beggan and PJ Dunne after he retired and they'd be chatting away and they'd be real old fogeys 
like the. ... . The French restaurant, the old foggy sitting there and he watching everything and 
pretending nothing, that' s the way Jarnrnets was. Louis Jammets was (sigh). 
123.Some years ago down in Kerry, when I came in here first I lost a fortune. Jesus I lost a fortune. 
When I decided I was moving on from the Gresham, as I say, for instance I was asked to go for a 
few positions in CERT and I went for the one that Kevin O'Mara got and there were of us I think 
in the final interview, and like they were giants compared to myself but Kevin was the best man 
for the job and like he was marvellous but there were other very good people there certainly 
should have been way ahead of me. So when they were opening Restaurant Na Mara in Dun 
Laoghaire they had a big ad in a Sunday paper looking for a restaurant manager and I ended up in 
the last three. And Brid O'Donoghue was interviewing, do you know Brid O'Donoghue at all. 
Bridge O'Donoghue was personnel with the Great Southern, I ended up in the last three and then 
when they started .. ... 
124.MM: Was that '64 or something or when was it? 
125.CS: Well I carne in here isn't it '70, so '68 or '69 or thereabouts. The reason they created the 
Restaurant na Mara was, their had been exhibitions and competitions and the seafood side had 
been considered so successful by Dr. Hogan, the then Chairman of CIE Group and they owned of 
course the building and it was in their view under utilised. He came up with this idea of a 
complete seafood (restaurant) and when I was being interviewed Brid O'Donoghue. There were 
different things about Restaurant na Mara and I said 'Brid leave it, forget about it' and Brendan 
Maher was the Managing Director of Great Southern at the time. Same as Eamon McKeon now 
and she said she rang me at home one evening and said 'will you come out and see Brendan?' 
'Ah' I said 'Brid there's no point, there's a few things I just can't, wouldn't accept.' For instance 
like there was to be a head chef, a restaurant manager, that was it, no one else for instance and I 
said right away I'd only do a forty hour, five day week. But she said they were open for six days. 
I said 'I expect to have an assistant'. I'd be responsible. If my assistant made a mess of it, I'd be 
responsible too, I've no problem with that but I'm not going to be here morning, noon and night. 
And she said 'will you come out and see Brendan Maher.' And I did go out and see Brendan 
Maher but I said really it' s, I know the Gresham is in difficulty but I'm not going to go into 
something else. Now as it happens, they brought back Peter Dowling and I knew Peter well. He'd 
had been with them and he'd left them. They'd the Soup Bowl, you know of the Soup Bowl. 
126.MM: Yeah, yeah on Molesworth Street. 
127.CS: He had gone into partnership with Peter Powrie to buy the Soup Bowl but sure it didn't 
work out. Peter Dowling was too nice a fellow 
128.MM: Who owned the Soup Bowl? 
129.CS: Well Peter Powrie was one. I don't know really. So they were only little kind of 
boutique restaurants compared to, they were the little things, there was Bentleys in Molesworth 
Street around that time and these were often owned by English or English type people and like 
they were fashionable and Bentleys disappeared, and Jimmy Kelly I knew well was left high and 
dry, eight kids, no redundancy and lucky enough he'd kept his union membership and the union 
got after you man and eventually got him some money and the poor fellow, Jimmy died himself 
about five years after. He was a little fellow, had been a jockey, a trainee jockey, excellent at his 
job, absolutely, but when Bentley just kind of disappeared over night, it may not have been owned 
by Bentley but whoever owned it. 
130.MM: There was another place .. .. . 
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13l.CS: Eugene McSweeney was involved with another Benltey's. That was kind of a 
resurrection of the name. But you have those things around the place. (note: that Bentley's was in 
Bag got Street and both Alan 0 'Reilly and Kevin Thornton worked there under Eugene) 
132.MM: There was a place on Leeson Street, the something rooms, the Tandoori Rooms 
133.CS: But they were all later, they were all coming later. No the Green Rooster was a famous 
one in O'Connell Street and it was kind of a late night restaurant with waiters and the whole lot. 
Good quality stuff, now it wouldn't have challenged the Gresham or the Russell after, that sort of 
thing but it was like the novelty thing that was in O'Connell Street and every now and then you'd 
see a waiter coming out because someone hadn't paid their bill. That sort of stuff (you know). 
134.MM: Where on O'Connell Street was the Green Rooster? There is a building at the moment 
but it has an oval shaped window on it, was it near there? 
135.CS: Oval, you mean a half round. That was The Rainbow. That is beside the O'Connell 
monument. That was the Rainbow Cafe. That was a huge Buddy Holly cafe, that was the in place 
where Buddy Holly, I can remember standing on the stairs with three of my colleagues, all young 
waiters in the Gresham, maybe six months or at the most a year before I got married, and I got 
married in '61 and we were waiting to get in there for a 'tutti fruity', just simply ice-creams, that's 
all nothing else and Buddy Holly on the jukebox signing 'I love you Peggy Sue' and I was going 
to get married to Peggy in six months time. Imagine, no alcohol!!! Not a question of alcohol. 
Now the fellows with me would knock back the alcohol equally as well, but there we were. Just 
amazing compared to the way teenagers and are now, absolutely amazing, you know. Oh, that 
was the Rainbow. I mean it was huge and that was the Rainbow. They had it coloured. I think I 
mentioned that in the Gresham book. 
Discussion on the Pissoirs of Dublin, the Laurence Photographic Collection, and the Gilbert Library 
in Pearse Street. 
136.MM: How long were you in Jammet's? 
137.CS: For five years. 
138.MM: So basically you went from Jammet's, you worked casual for a while and then you went 
to the Gresham. 
139.CS: No I didn't really, in the sense that I only worked casually to fill in the time until I went 
back to Jammet's. Now it was Seamus O'Bryne, now I mention Bobby Kavanagh, Bobby you see 
was in the Central, and I did a few jobs and Bobby wanted me to go in full-time but I didn't want 
to go in. The Central was dodgy, nothing wrong with the place but it wasn't doing business. Its 
reputation was gone. Bobby was a very nice fellow. 
140.MM: They closed during the strike for the whole year, the Central. 
141.CS: They were all ruined by the strike. They were ruined by the strike. That was the end. In 
the piece I did on it I suggested they limped along until they closed or sold or whatever. And 
Toddy was one of the big ones because he positively went out and got the business. He didn' tjust 
wait for it to happen and he went out and took all their business and even by having some of the 
waiters there, they were coming over, they knew. At that time even in a place like the Capital, 
you'd get to know one of the waitresses or the waiters. And like up around the Four Courts for 
instance, some of the old waiters, I remember a young waiter, like maybe Albert Mulligan, you 
know, when he was let's say in his twenties, and he went in there as kind of holiday relief or 
whatever, and like the old judges and all would be coming in and they wouldn't even order. 
They'd say 'Tom knows' and Jesus, Tom is off on holidays and he (the judge) wouldn't even say 
what he wanted because that's it, I am so and so and I'm here every, 'ah Jesus, what do you do?'. 
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And of course, if anything was wrong, and so on. Ah. The Four Courts was another one there. 
And you know the Four Courts the building that's there now, the red brick they actually built that 
as an extension and then sold the bloody thing. You know like it's probably true about a lot of the 
things in the hotel sense, the famous expression, the college failures, in the sense that a lot of 
them, when the going was good, the going was good but when things got rough they hadn't a clue. 
142.MM: Yeah, yeah. 
143 .CS: And like I say I saw that happening in the Gresham and I said 'nah!'. The Bailey had 
advertised at that time as well for a head food barman. Now part of my time in the Gresham as a 
commis, I spent, I think it was, three months in the bar. You really were only fetching and 
carrying the food because the bar men were big. Bill Grimes a head barman had property all over 
the place. Ah especially during the war, and many of them and above all the porters but many of 
the staff who had contact with the customer were agents for black market as well. Like if 
someone had stuff available, if someone had a case of whiskey, even if you had a totally 
legitimately in your own house you could now get ten times for it or whatever so who do you sell 
it to, or who do you contact. And they knew the people. Someone would say 'have you heard 
anything about' and there's no doubt, for instance the man who had been head porter of the Great 
Southern in Eyre Square in Galway, when he died they only then realised that he owned at least 
half of the property in Eyre Square. 
Discussion on hotel porters owning property etc. 
144.The Porters they were the link then, and Toddy when I did interview Toddy O'Sullivan, 
interviewed him after he retired out in his house out in Killiney. Oh Toddy a very proud 
individual, you know, whereas I was on the union side, we had many a row and in fairness to him, 
in fairness to him I had many a row with Toddy, he wasn't as good as Eoin Dillon in the sense that 
you could get back on him but he was all right as well. Our son, we were married. We were very 
respectful when our son was born. In other words we were married in June, he was born in March 
and the people were counting on their figures but four years later and nothing else had happened 
so we decided to adopt a child. There were children for adoption at that time and as a result I had 
to get personal references and so and the first person I went to was Toddy. I got him in the hall 
and I said 'Mr. O'Sullivan my wife and I are hoping to adopt a child, I need a personal reference 
would you mind' and he said 'I'd be delighted' . In fairness to him within half an hour his 
secretary was down with a glowing reference and at that time I wasn't involved, I wasn't officially 
involved as a union representative, a bit earlier than that and there was a chap named Bart 
O'Brien. Jim Bowe knows him well. He was a wonderful waiter, a wonderful footballer. Played 
with him and played against him. Wonderful footballer and his son was around there, a Porter in 
the Gresham and there were a lot of the family waiters and chefs and all but Bart was the being 
sacked for bad timekeeping and maybe something else, I don't what but at that time when union, if 
the union were corning in for your case you could nominate someone and Bart said 'will you go 
up' and I said 'grand I'll go up'. Bart was a nice fellow. I didn't agree with bad timekeeping and 
all that but he was very good at his job and a great fellow to work with and all that so. I went up 
and I said when they were talking and I said 'look', I said 'I'm not defending bad timekeeping, I 
don't agree with it' and Toddy said 'I know, I know, if we'd more people like you we'd be doing', 
like this back handed compliment in front of the union officials and all and then of course he 
proved it later, very soon after when I was offered promotion. That was unusual, I was only 
twenty-five, like for a big place like that and I turned it down. Then they decided to bring in 
someone for the job. Bring in someone and like we'd a service staff of a hundred people and ah, 
they were all up in arms, Jesus we should be getting internal promotion, you know. Ah, there was 
threatened strike and Mullen said to me he said 'you'd better take that job' he said, 'there is going 
to be war' . And I said 'Well I'll take it now because I believe they offered to buy me' and now I 
can take it on my own terms. But as well as that, I was loosing money. See you have to start at the 
bottom. There were twelve head waiters and you had to do the (inaudible) before you could work 
up. But later when I came in here as I say, ah Jaysus, I lost a fortune. 
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Discussion over summer consultancy work Christy did for Great Southern Hotels and Jury's to 
make ends meet. 
145 .My Jesus the amount of money. When I was in here after my first pay cheque or whatever Jesus I 
couldn'tpay my bills. Now I know tipping and service charge and all that was high. 
146.MM: What year did you start teaching in Catha! Brugha Street, Christy? 
147.CS: 1961 , oh no, '70.'60 I was married. '71, '71. And that was November. November '51 I 
was fourteen and then went out working. Five years later in November I finished in Jarnmet's and 
went to Gresham. 
148.MM: Your five year cycle? 
149.CS: Yeah went to the Gresham and I was there for fifteen years. The last five ofwhich I was 
the senior union representative ail.d I was also on the CERT Committee and I was teaching part-
time in here for that five years. And the reason I was teaching here, Kevin O'Rourke left a note 
for me to come in to see him in the Gresham and I came in and he said 'I need someone to do part-
time, will you do it?' First of all it's a compliment to be asked, you know, and then he said like 
what he had in mind and like if I needed anything just leave a note and he'll get it organised for 
me. I left notes and I never got anything out of him (laugh). And then I started to come in here, I 
used to get the stuff! needed like cruets for oysters and all this and I'd get them all together in the 
Gresham, now Eoin Dillon wouldn't, I never even said it to Dillon. Dillon wouldn't have minded 
anything like that and I'd leave them in here, be Jesus the cleaners would tidy them away or. . ... 
But see the reason I could do this was I worked in the Gresham where the car park is now that was 
an open site, that was the car park there, I used to park my car there and I could come in here and 
get in the car and go home and get back for 6.30 p.m. Now to get home meant to get in and have a 
cup of tea. That was all. Psychologically ifl couldn't get home, you know, psychologically and 
then at night if I arrived home and the lights were out I might as well be three hours late and in 
fact I did something in the Gresham later which caused a bit controversy cause when Paddy 
O'Neill was the Restaurant Manager and I was about fifth in line but whatever happened I don't 
know but Dillon, Owen Dillon and I was still the union representative at the time and going up and 
having a row with him and that sort of thing and he came along to me one day and he said 'I want 
you to take over when O'Neill was off, I said 'I don' t mind', I could have claimed more money 
and all but the knew the place wasn't going as well as it should and I said 'I don't mind' , but I said 
'if the other lads complain I'll have to agree with them' and they didn't complain so then it 
happened when he was off which was at least two days I was in charge and at night time we'd 
have maybe seven/eight waiters on and they were all on till II p.m. or 11.30 p.m. There were two 
on who'd go their supper at 10.30 p.m. and come back and say till2 a.m. or whatever until fmish 
but they all fmished at say 11.30 p.m. or 12 and what I used to do at 10 p.m. I'd say 'look we've 
eight on, four will do or five will do because we'd no bookings or whatever. Now sort it out 
ourselves who goes. So whoever it was could go out and have their supper, get out and get a bus, 
didn't have to buy a car, people were buying cars when they didn't absolutely need them but they 
felt they had to have them and after a while Dillon calls me in one day and he says 'whatever your 
doing the night you're here will you tell Paddy O'Neill because their complaining that O'Neills 
not doing'. I said 'oh no, Eoin, I'll tell you and you tell Paddy O'Neill cause he's my boss', he 
was eventually owner of Rafters (Restaurant) in Rathmines where Eugene McSweeney was for a 
while. He was the head waiter, Eugene was the Head Chef and I forget who owned it but when 
things started to go they opted out. I think Eugene had got an offer from the Berkley Court in fact 
and as they opted out and O'Neill became the owner. 
150.1 still think he was one ofthe reasons the Gresham turned down the way it did and I also blame 
Michael McManus. McManus got a huge amount of publicity as a great head chef, he was a lousy 
head chef He had a few pals that he used to butter up and in fact there is a string of people, 
Mervyn Stewart who had the Guinea Pig in Dalkey was one of them, and because they were 
talented he got rid of them. He had his own cronies and one of them one day when I, we had 
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minute steaks on the dinner and they were like rashers and I went down before I served it. The 
commis brought the meal and I said 'ah, hold on' and I went down and I said to the chef, I says 
chef 'are they our minute steaks' and he's looking at me and he calls over one of his pals and 
you'd know him, I'm not saying. And he then tries to ridicule me and I left him there and I said to 
his pal, you come near, you'll get this dish. You mind your own business. Oh it was typical 
Macker. For instance we worked every second Sunday. He had all his cronies on Sunday. The 
(inaudible) if you were his assistant you had the also-rans, as it happened he got the better of it 
because there were a few of them, you probably never heard to the name Christy Sherwin. Did 
you ever hear of the name Frank Sherwin? 
15l .MM: I've heard of Frank Sherwin. 
152.CS: Frank Sherwin was a TD. The new bridge beside Heuston Station is the Frank Sherwin 
Bridge. Frank was a TD for a short while. He was mainly on the City Council and he used to 
cycle around but his son Christy went in as a commis in the Gresham, after a while went to work 
in Manchester and came back after a while and worked on the sauce comer in the Gresham and for 
lunchtime then the beef trolley was big. He used to go through ten ribs of thirty portions or 
thereabouts at lunchtime. That would be the restaurant, the grill room, the function room, the 
ballroom possibly and all that, a huge amount. But in the restaurant he was on, Christy Sherwin 
was on, he would put the beef on to cook in the morning. A silver man would polish up the trolley 
and have it ready and at 12pm he'd go up to the staffroom and he would shave etc. and come 
down, immaculate, oh Jesus if we only had a video of him. He was hard, but on the sauce comer 
for instance customers that you knew might come in and say 'think I might have sole en femme or 
I might have' and you might say 'ah' because you'd know who was on the sauce, and if Sherwin 
was on hot, no bother and every now and again you'd get a stranger like an American or someone 
and they'd say 'God that was wonderful' and I'd say 'would you like to meet him' and I'd bring 
him out. 
153 .MM: Because you knew he was neat as a pin, yeah? 
154.CS: Ah Jesus. Now he was very, the commis chefs used to complain, and I'd say 'you're 
right to complain ' because there's no way because he would, he was a rascal, but he was brilliant 
to work with and he when he was on the sauce and he was a mad Manchester United supporter 
long before all this thing that started and he was a fanatic for Sinatra but wonderful person, 
absolutely wonderful at every, the bones off the carving trolley, a dog wouldn't suck them. 
155.MM: There was nothing left on them? 
156.CS: He was magnificent You know everything he did. Now as I say I'd have to have to 
have a row a few times because the commis chefs would be complaining or something like that 
and I would be trying to say to the comrnis, 'you know, Jesus, I don' t agree with this hit them hard 
type of thing but you're going to learn more off Sherwin than you'llleam off anyone else', but 
McManus was a head and I was trying to get across to Dillon that between having McManus down 
there and having Paddy O'Neill up here sure the place was falling apart and .. ... 
157 .MM: Whereas Uhlemann, you would have worked under Uhlemann as well? 
158.CS: See Uhlemann when I saw him he was only sitting on the chair examining things. See 
when I went in that was November/December '56. 
159 .MM: Sure he was nearly, he was coming to the end? 
160.CS: He was sitting on a chair and I went into the ballroom, now that was Paddy Kingsbury, 
now that was casual but it was 'horseman' and that' s the word he used. That was that you were 
permanent casual in other words and there was a hierarchy and there were something like eight 
women. In the frrst ten there were two men, they were probably about number six and number 
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seven, the rest were all women and then there was a chap called Danny Lyons and myself, we 
were kind of eleven and twelve. They used to get a lot of small functions, especially small 
weddings, just twenty people or so and Danny and I did all the weddings. The reason being, you 
would not have a woman serving, especially the head table on a wedding. That was simply out, 
now. 
16l.MM: What was the story with gender there? Were there any women working on the floor in 
Jammet's? 
162.CS: Jammets now, that's one of the stories ofDarina Allen. Darina Allen says that when she 
was leaving (Catha! Brugha Street) here, she wanted to go to Jammet's for her work experience if 
you like or for her first experience and it wasn't possible. So Mary Murnihan suggested she go 
down to Myrtle Allen's new restaurant down in Cork and that's where she met her husband and 
that sort of thing. Now at that time in Jamrnet' s the kitchen was totally male, the restaurant was 
totally male, the grill, the bars, except there were three bars. If you come in from Grafton Street 
there was a stairway that brought' you to the grill and then you could go through to the restaurant 
and this here was the cocktail bar, a little American cocktail bar, John Farrell ran that with Johnny 
Kinsella as his assistant. The food bar was over here, there was a division here, there was a small 
bar at the back which was the smoke room. The two staff in there were two women, but it was 
men only. Two women. There was no food, that was only drinks. Two women and two cocktail 
barmen over there and four/five barmen there were very wealthy. Bill Grimes especially. He was 
fabulously wealthy. Among the ways they got the money in fact as well was, now the Head 
Waiter, the (inaudible) was a great one at this too. Someone would say 'have a drink on me' so 
they'd put a drop of lemonade into a glass and they'd put the half crown in their pocket (laugh). 
Paddy Flynn by the way he was the Head Waiter up in the grill room. Porky he used to call him. 
He lived out in Artane. That was the first person I knew who lived in Artane. 
163 .MM: We were talking about the, we're talking about the sort of the gender so there was a 
hierarchy? 
164.CS: Well in Jammets as I say, two women in the bar and there was a woman, the office 
manager, a Miss Riordan and there was a Mrs Gaffney and maybe one or two girls, there were one 
or two girls working in the office, two cashiers so there might have been eight at the most ten 
females. Oh the wash-up was always female. Oh sorry no. The real wash-up, the p/ongeur and 
the plates and all that, were all done by men. When you come through from Nassau Street in 
through Jammet's Restaurant there was a lovely stairway going up here. In this corner here the 
cash desk was here, a very impressive cash desk. Then there was a little bar. That's where 
Seamus did his cocktails and all that. Just in slightly under there, and the lift was that woman May 
Bradford who did, she washed the cups and the glasses and the side plates, that's all. All the 
heavy stuff went out and it went out this door which was the kitchen and the near side of the 
kitchen say this was the kitchen, that section there was the wash-up, the plounger and the plates 
and there was a man named Sam Mills and Jim Dunne, they were all men, all men on the wash-up 
and Jim Dunne was a brother of PJ Dunne who had come to Dublin after him and left Dublin 
before him. 
165 .MM: Where was PJ from, or where did they come from? 
166.CS: Mountmellick. Well his obituary is in the Hotel and Catering Review by me and at his 
removal one of the people I was talking too introduced himself as Jim Dunne and I said 'well I 
knew PJ's brother Jim Dunne' and he says 'yeah that's my father' . He had gone back, he'd gone 
back to Mountmellick or wherever but the wash-ups and then on the far side of the kitchen was a 
larder and that's where PJ Dunne was Lord and Master. Now it wasn't larder in the sense that you 
did your hors d'oeuvres and all the hors d'oeuvres were done upstairs by Andy McGlynn, you 
know on salads and all that. It was only meats and fish. It was really only meats and fish. And 
there was a little hatch and at that time fillets especially were very, very scarce, very scarce and 
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you used to get all the personalities, for instance Harry Kernoffwas a very famous painter. If it's 
by Harry Kernoff it's worth a few bob. 
167 .MM: There's a picture by Harry Kernoff ofJammet's and you know where it is at the moment? 
It's in the Merrion Hotel. 
168.CS: And there's another one, I've bits and pieces. I loaned a file to a chap named Seamus 
Harper, he'd been a neighbour of Joe Hegarty's. He'd been a commis in Jammet's after me and I 
knew him and I knew his sisters and all and we went to dances together. I wouldn't say we were 
friends. But he came in here anyway, he came in and had lunch. Hegarty brought him in, he knew 
I knew him and he was having some health problems, he'd had to give up his job and he was 
trying to do some writing and I loaned my file in Jammets and he has died since and I never saw 
it. There were little things. There was a drawing by Augustus John, you know some outstanding 
individual like that and above all it showed the Four Seasons, the panels were Four Seasons and it 
showed the one over what I would call table three besides the cash desk but PJ was down there 
and above all fillet steaks and I "remember above all on Saturday night Harry Kern off. Harry 
Kernoff came in every Saturday night and he'd send PJ down a glass of brandy, whatever it was 
and therefore PJ, Jammets was wrong in many ways in the sense of today, for instance they 
wouldn't have had larder dishes or anything. They simply used the cracked plates or the chipped 
plates and out would go two fillets. Two fillets for Mr. Kernoff. That was it. PJ had got his ... . , 
PJ was an alcoholic you know. Oh Jesus the stuff but there were other like that. Now Lord 
Wicklow, he was a famous one and Mrs. Yeats. 
169 .MM: Whose wife was that? 
170.CS: The poet. WB. 'I will arise and go now' Now Jack was the painter. 
l7l.MM: Who else used to, there was a lot, was there Crown, Princess of this, that and the other? 
172.CS: Well above all there was the Ally Khan. The Ally Khan was the big one. The Ally Khan 
was at that time married to Rita Hayward. Rita Hayward was the beauty of the world, a film star. 
Strawberry blonde and within a short time he ditched her and he had Gene Tierney and she spelt it 
Gene. She was obviously of Irish decent. Now later she appeared in the Gresham a few times. 
But when the Ally Khan was lets say when the Ally Khan was in Ireland, I think it was table 
twelve was reserved for him and if he didn't appear they could send him a bill for the meal he 
didn't have. And one thing I remember about him above all was one of the first things he'd do 
was he would take off his coat and put it on the back of the chair. Now that was completely out in 
a place like Jammet's, but no one ever said anything to him. And another fellow I met and he was 
the same table as it happens, was Danny Kaye and he'd been on in the (Theatre) Royal. Another 
one in the European sense, you've probably never even heard of the name but in France they had a 
huge pop singer, Jean Gabin. I remember he stayed in the Hibernian and ate most of his meals in 
Jammet's. Ah, you probably never even heard ofMa and Pa Kettle. Marjorie Main. They were 
in and she was the crankiest old hag you ever met. She moaned and groaned the lot. Ma and Pa 
Kettle they were like little cartoons, like short films . They were hugely popular. They were fill-
ins. Films were all at varying lengths so if you wanted to fill two hours they had to put in this, that 
and the other, cartoons for the audience but you had short films . Mother Reilly's films for 
instance used to be just kind of fillers and Ma and Pa Kettle they were Edgar Kennedy at the time I 
remember was one of them as well that he, they didn't make big films, they just made short films 
but.. ... 
173 .MM: Who were the big . . . ? 
174.CS: Well Robert Taylor was the first of the big ones that I remember that came into Jammet's 
and as I say the American women went up, ah like to see Robert Taylor, holy Jesus, he was huge. 
He was making the Knights of the Round Table. Now that was made afterwards by John 
Boorman out in Wicklow. 
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175.MM: Excalibur. Who were the rich Irish who used to go in? 
176.CS: They all went in fact, now, one in particular who was like the Larry Goodman of his day, 
Noel Cuddy. You know what's now known as the Regency Hotel. That was their home. They 
lived there. Noel Cuddy and his wife was Peggy. He was a small dark man. He was the big man 
in cattle and the British army bought masses of cattle. Dublin cattle market was crammed. 
Hanlon's pub on the North Circular Road. 
177 .MM: On the comer, yeah, where Drumalee is now? Annamoe Road- the Ford of the Cattle? 
178.CS: They used to drink it out on the road and the traffic couldn't get through, it was so. It was 
later then in the Gresham, for instance, especially the Welsh dealers who'd be buying for the 
British army and they'd have wads, it was all cash. Wads, and they'd play a card game and they'd 
be wads of money and then some of them would play all night, they'd just go straight onto the 
market. Unbelievable money but Noel Cuddy was the big man in Jammet's and his wife Peggy 
was a tall, blond woman and they took a shine to me as a commis, and low and behold when they 
found out that my real name was Noel, that my first name was Noel 'ah' . Then later they, 
probably at that time they used to go to the Gresham as well but then when I went to the Gresham 
they were coming and then when they realised that I was engaged to get married to a Peggy 'ah 
Jesus' I always got my few bob. As a commis at least a half crown. Ifl only smiled at them, never 
mind do anything, I always got, Noel Cuddy. Now their two sons Bobby and what, one of them I 
know was Captain of the Royal Dublin and I think one of them was President ofiRFU. Certainly 
they were big in rugby and golf 
179.Now the Cuddys themselves used to come into the Gresham at that time. The Gresham Saturday 
night dance was big. Tony O'Reilly used to come in and Andy Mulligan when they were young 
lads on the Irish rugby team, now long before they were married or anything like that. You know 
he was big at eighteen. He was only eighteen when he went to Australia with the Lions, eighteen 
or nineteen and he was huge. 
Discussion on socialism and state companies 
180.MM: The other thing I was looking at there is things like social customs, like the black fast 
days, lent, fish ..... 
18l.CS: Ah for instance now Christmas Eve I think he was still Taoiseach at the time, it was John 
A Costello or he had been whatever but he was still important in politics so John A Costello. Now 
his wife had died and as it happens Jammets used to use the Blue Room every now and then when 
they knew it was (inaudible). No, no they used it as a restaurant when and I remember him, it was 
in the Blue Room which might have been his own choice because he was a quiet man, he was a 
legal man, he had been Taoiseach or he was Taoiseach and it would have been probably Declan 
the son and the daughter and simply having fish, that was it. That was poached fish, there was no 
way it was going to be anything else, you know. Sean McBride is another one and Sean was very, 
well of course James Dillon, like he'd be in and he was the great author of the Dail. Lets see, 
what's his man, the Aran man, O'Flaherty. 
182.MM: Liam O'Flaherty. 
183 .CS: Liam O'Flaherty. Christmas Eve I remember having him in for lunch. Liam O'Flaherty, 
Professor Leventhall of Trinity. He was a great literature person, you know, he was Jewish and 
Sean, now I always mixed up Sean Keating and Sean O'Sullivan, both painters. Sean Keating was 
the father of Justine Keating. I think it was Sean O'Sullivan but the three of them coming in for 
lunch, coming up from the bar into the grill room. See they wouldn't be coming often enough to 
qualify for the restaurant. Coming up and having, and they had Pommard, a red burgundy which 
was O'Flaherty' s choice and I think they had two or three bottles. They certainly had more than 
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one and they were there that evening and stayed and had dinner. They didn't leave the table 
except to drain themselves or whatever. 
184.That was a Christmas Eve. There were two famous horse people. All the horse people used to go 
but there were two famous ones. First of all there was a fellow named Joe Harold who was a 
bookie. Now I knew nothing about bookies but in this kind of English comedy films you had the 
bookies. The loud checks suit and all this and they used to dress like that but in a sophisticated 
way, in the way he was acceptable in Jammet's. But he didn't come in the normal. He used to 
come straight from the race meetings and he had one particular table, table six which was when 
you come in the door it was just around the comer here, quiet little comer and he'd come in a half 
five and we weren't off till six usually but they'd serve him and always had a runny camembert 
and French filter coffee made at the table. Bring the whole filter along, put it there and he'd move 
on and he usually had something like two or three lamb chops, boiled potatoes, you know, basic 
fair and especially on a Saturday cause he came in early he'd be gone and that table usually then 
was reserved for Harry Usher who was a famous trainer at the time and at that time I suppose he 
was about 70, it's very hard to judge ages from your own age 
185.CS: Dolly Faucettes was around past what we know as the college in Bolton Street And it 
was famous whore house or 'knock'n' shop and there's a lot more about Dolly Faucettes in Kevin 
Keams book about Dublin pubs. 
186.MM: That'sright. 
Discussion on Fred Carno's Circus and Stan Laurel 
187 .CS: But they were the main ones and as I say the places they'd mentioned as competition had 
been the well the Red Bank, the Bailey, the Russell came on after. The Russell really wasn't at 
that time. 
188.MM: But the Russell did become the best place in Dublin at one stage (in the 1960s). 
189.CS: At that time, well don't forget that the hotel standards were very high. The hotel 
restaurants standards were very high. Certainly the Hibernian was very high and Jarnrnet' s used to 
recruit a lot of their staff from I suppose, at least half the staff were French and they used to recruit 
young lads over and they would have to be on a work permit and a lot of them went on then into 
the Hibernian and one of the, probably the most famous of all that did that was in fact Roger 
Noblet and he was made redundant when the Hibernian closed and went back to I think it was 
Brittany, to his own place. He'd always planned for that although I think his wife is Irish. I'm not 
absolutely sure. But in my time I remember Roger Gaultier and there was a chap name, Rossi 
married a girl, one of the girls in Jammets from Limerick and I know they went to either America 
or Canada and some years ago there was a call on the radio, something about someone, they were 
looking for something and it Gaultier or his wife but they were mainly as I said, they were mainly 
French. Funnily enough, I missed the excitement one night but one Saturday night, whatever 
happened, the pressure etc. and Gaultier and Marc Faure the head chef got at each other with 
knives. (Note: The Irish Hotelier- Dec 1949 - mentions a Theophile Gautier as opposed to 
Roger) 
190.MM: Jesus. 
19l.CS: Oh it was big thing. I think PJ would have been there and I think he had to try to get in 
between them and so on. It was real hot stuff, really hot stuff. 
192.MM: When did the Hibernian come to an end? Was it in the 70s? 
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193.CS: I forget those. I don't know .. .. .I know some of the lads had either been in or were in the 
Advanced Cookery Course with Kilbride at the time because I remember Jimmy saying 'some of 
them are in the Hibernian so long they'd never be able to work anywhere else' , you know. 
194.The nearest to Jarnmet' s at the time was thought to be the Red Bank. That was owned by the 
Montgomery family and certainly the last one as far as I remember was a solicitor and I think they 
had their offices in Grafton Street. There was a Montgomery Solicitors as far as I know. Now the 
one person who did know a little more about that was Albert Mulligan. Albert had worked in the 
bar, in the food bar. 
195.MM: And Frankie Farren worked there too, I have ..... 
196.CS: That's right. There was a chap name Mohan. I was talking to Frankie there a while ago 
just after Michael Ganly's funeral and there was a chap, see a few of them had gone from 
Jammet' s and I just knew the names and again it was football because anyone who was any good 
at football they'd say 'ah Jesus do you remember such a body playing a match' and Jammet's was 
huge with football , unbelievable, you know, it was unbelievable at times. Now there were two 
waiters, there was a waiter there, Tommy Foley, in Jammet' s and there was the one that I was put 
to train with most of the time, it was immaculate, absolutely immaculate. Now he ended with a 
bad drink problem, I was at his funeral but you knew he was jarred because his accent would 
change, he'd get very posh and then he had little curl he used to drop and they'd say 'ah Jesus 
Foley is jarred again' and that was accepted you know. Like for instance the waiters in Jammet's 
at certain intervals they would slip across to O'Donovan's pub and Paddy Wilson who, he died 
many years ago, he kind of took me in charge to some extent as well and even though I was only a 
commis, he'd say 'keep an eye on those now'. Like you didn't have double systems and all that, 
and they'd stay there for ages over their coffee and petits fours and liqueur and so forth and he'd 
say give me a call and I'd go over to the O'Donovan's and tell them if they needed a bill or 
something and at the time if a waiter went off early, due to go off early, there was some kind of an 
early finish, and they waiter beside would be in charge and as I got a little bit more experienced, 
Paddy Wilson used to say to me 'you look after them' and I'd say 'but the waiter beside he' s .. .. ' 
He'd say 'ah sure, you can't trust, he's not very good, you're better'. This was like fast 
promotion. Oh there's an incident yeah that happened when I was promoted first as a, God I 
wouldn't have been seventeen, sommelier in the grillroom and there was a function in the blue 
room and there was a shop in George's Street, do you know the market in George's Street. 
197 .MM: I do yeah. 
198.CS: Well on the outside of it, the far part of it there was a shop there, the Universal Stores, it 
sold radios and so forth and then televisions and became one of the first shops where you could 
buy a television on the 'never, never' or the HP and it was owned by a Jewish person called Ivor 
Green. A very nice friendly fellow. I remember him, he'd come in for a meal. Noel Cuddy by 
the way when he'd come in for a meal every now and then he'd bring some of the cattle men, 
including the herders and all, the cattle drovers, shit all over them and I remember one fellow got 
up and say you came in the door there, the main door, he was sitting at this table near, a few tables 
away but in the middle of the room more or less and he had to go up the stairs to the toilets, the 
main toilets were central to the hall and this fellow got up and he whispered something at me, one 
of the drovers and I think he probably Northern accent, 'oh yeah, so up there', he said 'where's the 
bush' . Jesus. 
199.MM: Verygood. 
200.CS: Oh sorry back to the Ivor Green one, they had a sort of a staff meal. At that time most 
companies had a dress dance or something. The Gresham had a huge dress dance every year for 
the staff. Free tickets for the staff and all that but no alone was there free tickets but if anyone 
who wasn't going you got you're tickets off them to bring your friends. I remember at a party of 
about sixteen and no one paid, you know (laugh), Jesus this is great. Well you had to hire a suit, 
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well we didn't have to hire, well most of us had a suit but they had to hire the suit but this dinner 
was on anyway it would have been only about thirty people and it was a bar inside, a bar in the 
room for them and at a certain point the bar had to close, that was part of the deal or part of the 
law, I'm not sure, but I went to Ivor Green himself the boss and I said 'we'll have to take the bar 
away soon, is there anything you want', and he said 'just leave something' whatever it was maybe 
a bottle of liqueur and he said 'that's it thanks for very, good bye' and I said right and I started to 
take it away, now I was seventeen at the time, commis wore white coats, when you were promoted 
you wore black tails so I was in my black tails by then, and I remember getting dressed and 
coming down and all the staff waiting and saying 'oh look him now in his new, oh Jesus coming 
down in this new uniform' ah. But I'm taking it away, packing it up and this particular individual 
comes over now as it turned it was a shop manager and it was a fellow named Bobby Lawless as I 
happen to remember because he was also a part-time musician and he used the trade as 'Roberto 
and his Latin American music' and he came along and he said what are you doing with that. I said 
I'm taking it away. 'You've not right' he said. 'You didn't talk to me.' I said 'sorry what do you 
mean'. You didn't ask me if that was all right. I said 'I spoke to Mr. Green' and 'you should have 
asked me'. Just happened it was like we were there outside the door, there was a little landing 
there, just happened that the boss himself, Louis Jammet was passing by and I just said 'Mr. 
Jammet, this gentleman is complaining' I said, 'he seems to think I'm fiddling the bar or 
whatever'. Oh Jaysus, Louis tore strips off him. 'This young man is trained by us, we know him. 
No way we'd have anyone who would engage in that'. But here I was seventeen 'ah Jaysus' there 
was no ifs or buts about it, you know. That I was one of their people and that was it. And after 
all, ifl was Jammets as Jammets. So that was part of the atmosphere. The one thing they were 
lousy on were so called staff meals. The Gresham later was far superior. 
20l.But Toddy, like the accountants and all that, they can't believe that you didn't have real 
accounting, you didn't have in Jarnmet's, I mean in Jammet's, I told you this, say the stocktaking 
for instance, if there was a glass sherry to go into a consomme or a glass of brandy for flaming, 
you had cooking sherry and cooking brandy but when you got a docket from the waiter for a glass 
of brandy, you could dock it against the real brandy, the office didn't know the difference and 
Jesus the, now one of the office girls came down to me one morning and she says 'I'm corning 
down to do stock', I said 'oh holy Jaysus'. I had to do a real stock. Well you see all you did at the 
time was you took the dockets for, you waited till you had ten glasses of whiskey, then you got a 
bottle and you didn't do real stock and I said 'holy Jaysus' and the amount of stock I had over and 
I went around to staff and I said 'will you take a bottle of sherry, will you take a bottle of brandy, 
will you take'. One of the waiters Gerry Reffo, Clery's had a good restaurant and his father was 
the Head Chef. Reffo had come from Italy and his brother became the Restaurant Manager. 
When that closed he was one of the competitors for Restaurant Manager in Restaurant Na Mara 
because I was in the lift on the way up with him. That was the son from Clery's now. But the 
brother Gerry worked in Jarnmet's and Gerry was about six foot six, terrific fellow, absolutely I 
met Wembley. I went over to see Ireland play England and getting off the, Wembley had its own 
tube station and getting off I was late, I'd taken the directions down wrongly, I was late, and I 
turned not knowing which way I was going and I bumped into this fellow 'Gerry, Jesus imagine' 
and I spent the evening with him. But that day he was on afternoon duty, which meant you stayed 
on till seven or eight. You went away at seven if you had no business but you waited till nine if 
you had to. The others were there till twelve but Gerry on duty and I'd bought (inaudible) and I 
said 'Gerry will you take it', he said 'I'll take a bottle of Grand Marnier' and first thing right 
away, into a coffee pot and he's sitting for the afternoon drinking coffee (laugh), not coffee but 
Grand Marnier and I didn't care as long as I didn't have stock over. And that was how you could 
give, as I say PJ, large brandy, no bother, no bother but then even in the Gresham the same. You 
see Toddy took the view that once he was making money he didn't care. I remember talking to 
one of our accountancy people and they saying 'what was the system' and I tell them 'there was 
no system' (laugh). 
202.There was a woman called, we called her Ms. Shorts. She couldn't reconcile the dockets you see 
and something wrong, for instance some of the fellows used to write something and get a large 
whiskey and some of them did it deliberately and they weren't hiding it and they would pay her at 
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the end of it, they would but she was Ms. Short, she had to account for. This was a Ms. Broderick, 
an older woman and like the sort of woman who should have been a nun and like when they were 
saying 'Ms. Short' , ah Jesus. She'd be chasing after some of the notorious ones and ah the sort of 
fiddles that would go on but Toddy, and the food you could eat what you like. 
203 .0nce Toddy, now Andy Whelan would tell you there was one time the Gresham, see Christmas 
was big in the Gresham, Jesus huge. I think I'd pictures of the buffet and all that in the book but 
Andy would tell you that, they so much, they were making so much money at one time that around 
August they go around the producers and they would buy so many turkeys and hams, etc. and pay 
them cash so that when the books were done they wouldn't have that much, you know. Just this 
profit. It was unbelievable and of course we got our share because we made sure then that we got 
better conditions or better this or better that and in fairness it was reasonable unfortunately Eoin 
Dillon later he got the tip end of the wedge because by the time he came, he by the way when I say 
he went, he came back to the Shelbourne, his success as Food and Beverage Manager in the 
Shelbourne was immense, that was only Food and Beverage, he wasn't the boss and then he 
became the General Manager. He created the grill bar which was the first certainly in Ireland. 
People queued up Kildare Street to get in. Now imagine queued to get in for a meal in a hotel and 
the reason was that Kilbride was the man there. Maurice O'Looney was the head chef O'Looney 
was past it and so he couldn't, Dillon knew he couldn't do much about Maurice O'Looney. 
204.MM: Is this the Shelbourne now? 
205 .CS: Yeah he brought Kilbride in to do specialist work if you like and above all Kilbride was 
kitchen percentages and the grill bar then was had a menu above all things like mixed grills and all 
that which were all bits and scraps and the Shelbourne was dying on its feet. They had this terrific 
L-shaped dining room with hardly any customers. Wonderful staff, wonderful staff. There was a 
Head Waiter there Jack McMenimly wonderful fellow and very nice fellow, great to work with, 
great staff there but there customers just faded away and Dillon created the grill bar. A huge 
success. The Hibernian brought in the Bianconi as a copy, the Russell did the Robert Emmet as a 
copy and all over the country you can see there's a place down in the International in Killarney 
and you can see a room which is a copy so even the coffee dock in Jury's later was partly a copy. 
It was a huge success. 
206.MM: And what was the success. What made the grill bar so different, that the food was served 
all day was it or. . ... 
207 .CS: No first of all it was price. The cafes in O'Connell Street had introduced food, mainly 
grills and fries so they were greasy spoon type but they were cafes, they were ice-cream parlours 
and then they brought in this which partly ruined in the sense that you' re having a ice-cream or 
coffee and the auld smells as well but at that time they were aimed at €1 a head. A £1 a main 
course and that's what Dillon did, Dillon brought in the coffee dock in the Shelbourne, now you 
now had commuters, see Dublin was contained within the canals up to about 1940s, it was only in 
the '40s that it began to expand. The new suburbs were built and then you had people who 
couldn't travel home and this was now a kind of a lunch room if you like and the people used to 
queue to get their lunch in the Shelbourne at a £1 a head as it was then, had to be able to say 'oh I 
had lunch in the Shelbourne', didn't say I had lunch in the cheap part of the Shelboume, I had 
lunch in the Shelbourne and to make that a success, as well as having access inside the hotel you 
had to have access from the street, because a sufficient number of people would not have walked 
through a hotel at that time, they just didn't have the confidence. Around that time I remember 
two lads sitting behind me in the bus and one saying I was in the Shelboume today, delivering a 
message, they were Messenger Boys. And he said 'well you know you'd usually you'd to have to 
have a £20 sticking out of your top pocket to be allowed get into the Shelbourne'. 
208.MM: What year are we talking about here now? Was that grill bar ... . 
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209.CS: And the Shelbourne was more snobby remember. Now the Sheldbourne, the British 
attitude like, the snobbish etiquette is more British. Now really wealth Americans . . .. . . 
210 .MM: That mightn't look that wealthy. 
2ll .CS: Become more snobbish. They become more because they copy the worse of the British, 
you know, but that's only a small numbers. The Americans are much more egalitarian to a large 
extent but that's in the obituary for Eoin Dillon. Or in the article. I didn't do an obituary for him. 
Someone else did. Then when he did that he brought in what was it called a grill bar, a grill room, 
a middle room. Paul Cooke who then went to CERT had just come back from America and he put 
him in charge, the saddle room. Another huge success, huge and then with the remainder of the 
restaurant he upgraded that and brought back a bit of trolley work and all that sort of thing and the 
success of that established the Shelboume and then it held on. Other than that it was gone, it was 
gone and that was remember just across the road from Hume Street and so like the area was in 
decline if you like. Now there's been two/three books about the Shelboume and in no case . .... 
212 .MM: There was one up to '48 or so. 
213 .CS: And in no case was that. What's her name Bohen (Elizabeth). That's a different, that's a 
just a personal thing hers but there was one brought out I think in the Eason's Irish series and I 
think, I remember saying it to yeah, the Managing Director of Easons at the time, I remember 
talking to him and saying there was no mention of this and the real problem was they got most 
information from the owners of the time which was Trusthouses and Eoin Dillon had kind of 
walked out on Trusthouse, he couldn't stand them, couldn't..... I was on the committee at the 
time and we used to meet in the Shelbourne to accommodate him, occasionally we would meet 
somewhere else and he wasn't usually all tied in his head. This company, as it happened when 
Toddy retired he was the obvious replacement and he was head hunted and the story was that he 
was getting £50 a week in the Shelboume, he was getting £100 in the Gresham and that was it. 
And then later things didn't work out very well. The Gresham had lots of problems, not 
necessarily ofhis making and he had some health problems as a result and the Tara had that young 
lad in and realised that, that wasn't going to work and they head hunted Eoin Dillon and it suited 
him. I met him a few times over there and then when I did a piece for the Hotel and Catering 
Review, for Frank Corr, I sent him a copy and he said 'I didn't really want to do it but he said it 
looks much more personal than the others' but he said have you spoken to him about it. He didn't 
want something published that . ... . and I said ' no' but I said 'I'll tell you I'll send him a copy' so I 
sent him a copy in the Tara and I said to him 'have a look at it and give me a call' and he rang me 
and I remember talking to him 'up there' up on the corridor on the phone and I said to him 'what 
do you think' well he said 'I'm not dead yet'. 
214.MM: Yeah. 
215 .CS: In other words it was eulogy and I said 'no I said the point I'm making Owen is I'm just 
trying to give credit, I mean we'd many a row, I've no problem about that but we in Ireland are 
good at looking at a grave and saying wasn't he a nice fellow but very often they don't say that'. 
216.MM: Until someone dies. 
217 .CS: They don't, you see. So that was published anyway. That was published in the Hotel 
and Catering Review and later Joe Erraught was at some seminar or other and he came back and 
he said that he'd met Eoin Dillon's son who had done the hotel management degree in, what do 
you call it Strathclyde. He said he met the son and the son had asked specifically to thank me, to 
say how much the family had liked it. Well I said well it's only a matter, I think we should say 
things about people. It's far better to say it while their alive but it's not always easy. 
218 .MM: Talking about the Shelbourne did you ever hear the revelation that Hiders brother was a 
waiter in the Shelboume. Is there truth in it or not? 
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219.CS: Yeah and he married a girl was it Brady or, no Dowling. Ah, there was a lot of German 
here. Remember as well as what's his name in the Gresham, there was a waiter in the Gresham, 
Victor Starsteiner, I think I must have mentioned him in the book. There were quite a number of 
Germans here at the time. Now they weren't all running. Michael Quinn who has died since, I 
think I referred to him in the book as the storyteller. He was a great man, he was from the North 
and he was a great man to get chatting on a slack night, you know, great man and his son I know is 
a Garda Sergeant, Paddy Smith knows his son but he, I remember him telling me, Victor 
Starsteiner went back to America or back to Germany for a break and came back, that would be 
maybe in something like '38, 1938, oh he said 'Hitler is the best thing ever happened for this 
country, wonderful person' and don't forget here in Ireland in the '40s the Jews weren't welcomed 
in hotels and restaurants and most Jewish people, they did actually change their name and most of 
them had to and if they rang up for a booking, with a Jewish type name they would be told they 
were full. 
220.MM: What was behind that? 
22l.CS: There was pro German. Well I suppose there was sort of part IRA as well in the sense 
that, was it Sean Russell who was the leader, he went to Germany to talk and he went to talk to the 
Nazi's. He didn't just go to talk to Germans, you know. 
222.MM: Frank Ryan as well. 
223.CS: Frank Ryan is different in that he was out of the country and all that. No Sean Russell his 
statue was in Fairview Park and the story was that when they put in first he had the Nazi salute 
and they had to take it off and put a new arm. They had to change it. Now it wasn ' t, it was only a 
kind of quarter size or one of the size. I remember the statue all right but there's no doubt that 
they had that, that Michael Quinn now who was a daily communicant, now he was an extremely 
nice person and daily communicant, no, very, very big family, he had a big family and great man 
for telling the stories but Victor Starsteiner thought Hitler was the greatest ever and he said he 
wasn' t the only one. However I've drifted a bit. If there's anything that I mentioned or anything 
that I didn't you can take note of it. 
224 .MM: I'll make note of it and I'll come back over it. 
225 .CS: Or even drop a note into my post box if there's some area that I touched on and didn't do 
enough or didn't touch on and so on. 
226.MM: You're a gentleman. 
End oflnterview 
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